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Abstract: The neutrino closure method can be used to obtain the 
decay kinematics with one missing final state particle (ν) in se-
mileptonic decays. Its solution should give the square of the in-
variant mass of the lv system (q2) and momentum (P) of the de-
cayed mother particle in semileptonic decay process. However, the 
resolution obtained by solving two-solution problems with exist-
ing algorithms is limited. We propose a new method based on deep 
learning to improve the resolution of the two key physical quanti-
ties when processing Large Hadron Collider beauty (LHCb) ex-
perimental data. Resolution of q2 (P) can be improved evenly 
1.7% (8.2%) by regression algorithm and 2.7% (9.6%) by classi-
fication algorithm compared to linear regression algorithm. The 
resolution improvements using the new method will benefit the 
studies on semileptonic decays in hardon collider experiments. 
Moreover, the new method can be applied to other decays with a 
missing particle in the final state. 
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0  Introduction 

Large Hadron Collider beauty (LHCb) experiment[1] 
has the advantages of high energy and large data 
statistics, and it also provides an excellent opportunity to 
study semileptonic decay[2]. However, great challenges 
are still required to unravel. Determining the square of 
the invariant mass (q2) of the lv system (lepton and 
neutrino system) in the hadron collider experiment is a 
challenging and important task. The form factors in 
decay are constituted by q2, improving the precision of 
form factor via the improvement of resolution of q2. The 
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements 
can be extracted in a more precise way based on the 
resolution improvement of q2[3-5]. 

The q2 can be researched via momentum of particle 
in semileptonic decay process. But the neutrino cannot 
be detected because of strong penetration, and then mo-
mentum of the parent particle does not include the com-
ponent of neutrino in semileptonic decay. Neutrino clo-
sure method[6] can be used to reconstruct the momentum 
of decayed parent particle in semileptonic decay proc-
esses, which is based on topological information and 
mass hypothesis. It can be applied in the research of q2 in 
order to better solve the impact of missing neutrino on 
decayed parent momentum. However, this method has a 
limitation of the two-solution problem in quadratic equa-
tion. The original method is selected randomly by ran-
dom seed, but the resolution of q2 is not satisfactory. Re-
cently, a novel method[7] based on linear regression algo-
rithm (LR) has been proposed to solve the two-solution 
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problem. It makes sense to find ways to enhance further 
the resolution improvement of q2 and the momentum of 
the decayed parent particle. 

This paper proposes a new idea based on deep neu-
ral network to solve the two-solution problem in neutrino 
closure method. The error of form factor and CKM ele-
ments in semileptonic decay are expected to be further 
reduced by our new idea. 

1  Simulation of Semileptonic Decay 

In this paper, RapidSim[8] is used to generate the 
sample events of different decay processes in the envi-
ronment of LHCb[9] , which request acceptance is “All-
DownStream”. Pythia 8.2[10] is used to produce pp colli-
sions sample events at the center of mass energy of 13 
TeV. The decay mode of hadrons is described by 
EvtGen[11] and the radiation of the final state particle 
described by PHOTOS[12] .  

Different semileptonic decay processes in LHCb   
experiment we selected in this research are 0

sB   
K    [ 1 3 ] , 0 *

sB D     ( * 0D D π  ,  0D   

K π  )[14], 0
b p     [15]   and D K π      . 

We define the momentum of particle as P, the transverse 
momentum relative to the Z-axis as PT and the compo-
nent of momentum along the Z-axis as Pz by PT = P·sinθ 
in this simulation. The pseudorapidity of a particle is 

defined as η = -ln(tan(θ/2)). In order to make the gener-
ated sample meet the acceptance requirement of the 
LHCb[16], the pure sample events are selected by pseu-
dorapidity (η), transverse momentum (PT) and momen-
tum (P) of particles for different decay processes. The 
signal instance requests 2<η<5 for 0

sB  and 0
b  , and 

for D requests 1.7<η <5.2 to be met in LHCb detec-
tor[17]. The distribution of η of 0

sB , 0
b  and D  are 

shown in Fig. 1. The selection conditions for different 
decay processes[18,19] are shown in Table 1. Meanwhile, 
the distribution of P and PT are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. 
The natural unit c(light speed) =1 is used in this paper. 
The different decay process will use other bracketed 
number expressed in Table 1. “(1)” is used to represent 

0
sB K     decay process, “(2)” is used to repre-

sent 0
b p      decay process, “(3)” is used to rep-

resent D K π       and, “(4)” is used to represent 
0 *
sB D     decay process. 

2  Variables Used to Correct  
Momentum of Particles 

Before reconstructing the q2, the momentum of par-
ent particle must be reconstructed. The final state particles 
generated by parent particle decay process, the momentum 
of final particles, have a direct relationship with momen 

 

 
Fig. 1  The distribution of pseudorapidity (η) of decayed particles 

(a) 0
sB K    , (b) 0

b p     , (c) D K       and (d) 0 *
sB D     

 

 
 

Fig. 2  The distribution of momentum of decayed particles for total decay processes in sample events 
(a) 0

sB K    , (b) 0
b p     , (c) D K        and (d) 0 *

sB D    ; The natural unit c (light speed)=1  
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Fig. 3  The distribution of transverse momentum of decayed particles for total decay processes in sample events 
(a) 0

sB K    , (b) 0
b p     , (c) D K       and (d) 0 *

sB D    ; The natural unit c (light speed)=1 

 
Table 1  Selection condition for total decay processes 

 

Decay process Particle η PT / GeV P / GeV 

0
sB   2<η<5 — — 

K    1.9<η<4.9 PT >0.5 P >5 

 

(1) 

   1.9<η<4.9 PT >1 P >5 

0
b   2<η<5 — — 

p   1.9<η<4.9 PT >0.5 P >9.3 

 

(2) 

   1.9<η<4.9 PT >1 P >5 

D   1.7<η<5.2 — — 

    1.7<η<5.2 0.3<PT <40 P >1 

K    1.7<η<5.2 0.8<PT <40 P >3 

 

(3) 

   1.7<η<5.2 0.5<PT <40 — 

0
sB   2<η<5 — — 

*D    2<η<5 PT >0.25 P>5 

 

(4) 

   2<η<5 PT >0.25 P>5 
     

 
tum of the parent particle because of momentum conser-
vation. Meanwhile three-momentum and mass informa-
tion of the final state particles are important for recon-
structing the 4-D Lorentz vector of parent particle for 
every decay process. So the simulated three-momentum 
(Px, Py, Pz) of final state particles will be chosen as a part 
of the input features.  

As mentioned in the research of 0
sB K    [13], 

the corrected momentum of the 0
sB  can be predicted by 

linear regression (LR) using the variables related to the 
flight vector. Flight vector is crucial because it is used to 
model the resolution of the momentum and calculate the 
corrected mass. Another part of input features we need to 
consider in this study is the line between the primary ver-
tex and the decay vertex of the decayed particles. Due to 
the characteristics of the nonlinear model, we directly se-
lect the coordinate of the primary vertex and the end ver-
tex on X, Y, Z as a part of the input features. Meanwhile, 

the angle between P and Pz of particles in the spherical 
coordinate system are chosen in order to reduce the smear 
effect of the primary vertex and end vertex. The same 
strategy will be used for the other three decay processes. 

The impact parameters of final state particles are 
chosen to be the input variables because the impact pa-
rameter is critical to the multiplicity and average trans-
verse momentum of the particles produced by the colli-
sion.  

3  Introduction of Deep Neural 
Network Algorithm 

3.1  Deep Neural Network Regression Algorithm 
Fully connected regression deep neural network is 

chosen to predict momentum. The total variables we 
mentioned in Section 2 are regarded as the input feature 
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of fully connected deep neural network regression model 
(DNNR). The structure of DNNR constructed by us  
consists of four layers with the PReLU[20] activation,  
and its optimizer is Adam[21] in order to predict the mo-

mentum of decayed parent particles more accurately, the 
model is based on Keras[22] and Tensorflow package[23].    
The details of regression algorithm are shown in Algo-
rithm 1. 

 

Algorithm 1  Deep neural network regression algorithm used for different decay processes. 

Input: the original feature variables dataset 0I , size is v en n , vn is the number of input variables, en is the number of events 

Output: the regression results (predicted momentum) for testing dataset ty . 

1) for each group input dataset iI , construct it by the value of input variables for one event, exist en groups 
0I = 

e1,2, ,i i n
I

 
 

iI = 
v1,2, ,j j n

V
 

 

2) for each group target dataset, construct by true momentum of decayed parent particle, 

 
e

true

1,2, , k k n
y  

3) for each iI  in 0I   

(a) input the model of 4 layer fully connected neural regression network, and PReLU activation is used in the middle of dif-
ferent layers; 

(b) train the model by Adam optimization; 

(c) obtain the regression result of training dataset  
e

train

1,2, ,k k n
y

 
 and the weight parameters of the model. 

4. calculate the RMS between  
e

train

1,2, ,k k n
y

 
and  

e

true

1,2, ,k k n
y

 
for deciding the performance of the model; 

5. for each mI in test dataset tI , input it to the trained model; 

6. return regression result (predicted momentum) of tI , ty . 
  

 
Testing samples generated by using the same option 

with the training samples, training samples are used to 
train machine learning model and testing samples are 
used to test model and do physical calculation. The 
Scikit-learn package[24] is used to split sample randomly. 
The uproot4 package, one part of the HepML[25] pack-
age, is used to import data to the machine learning mod-
els. The Numpy package[26] will be used to transform 
data to the array when validating the model. Meanwhile, 
calculation of correlation coefficients is supported by the 
PANDAS package[27]. The training process is based on 
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080ti for speed. Figure 4 shows 
the data stream sketch map of the DNNR. 
 

  
Fig. 4  The flow chart of deep neural network regression al-

gorithm and classification algorithm 

The correlation coefficients (ρ) of Ppred (momentum 
predicted by DNNR (PDNN) and LR (PLinear)) versus the 
true momentum (Ptrue) of decayed particle for different 
decay processes are shown in Table 2. The more infor-
mation the model gets, the closer the distribution of Ppred 
is to the distribution of Ptrue. So the correlation between 
PDNN and Ptrue is higher than that between PLinear and Ptrue. 
Although nonlinear model can better describe the distribu-
tion of target compared with the linear model, the over 
fitting of the model is worthy of attention at the same 
time. 
 

Table 2  The correlation coefficient (ρ) of Ppred (PDNN, PLinear) 

vs. Ptrue for total decay processes 
 

Decay process PDNN vs. Ptrue PLinear vs. Ptrue 

0
sB K      0.907 0.705 

0
b p       0.917 0.692 

D K        0.931 0.761 
0 *
sB D      0.933 0.707 

 

According to Fig. 5, the distribution, (Ppred-Ptrue)/ 
Ptrue, which is predicted by DNNR, is better than that 
predicted by LR on different decay processes. The RMS 
of using DNNR is 35.26% better than using LR for 

0
sB K    , for 0

b p      is 36.12%, for 
D K        is 39.23% and for 0

sB   *D   
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is 33.54% from Table 3. Therefore, it can be learned that 
the distribution of momentum predicted by the DNNR 
model is closer to the distribution of true momentum 
than LR. This also means that the DNNR will perform 
better than LR on selecting a solution closer to the true 
value in neutrino closure method. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5  Comparison of distribution (Ppred-Ptrue)/Ptrue for LR 

and DNNR 

(a) 0
sB K    , (b) 0

b p     , (c) D K       and  

(d) 0 *
sB D     

 

Table 3  RMS of (Ppred-Ptrue)/ Ptrue of total decay processes 

    %  

Decay process 
RMS of 

using LR 
RMS of using 

DNNR ΔRMS

0
sB K     34.01 69.27 35.26

0
b p      30.60 66.72 36.12

D K       24.63 64.86 39.23
0 *
sB D     23.30 56.84 33.54

 

3.2  Deep Neural Network Classification  
Algorithm 

In addition to using the deep neural network regres-
sion algorithm for the momentum correction, we also pro-
pose another new method based on fully connected deep 
neural network classification algorithm (DNNC), by re-
garding the situation of two-solutions in the neutrino clo-
sure method as a mathematically separate problem. The 
two solutions can be regarded as two classes, and every 
solution will be given a label which is “0” or “1”. We make 
a classification model to select the better solution accord-
ing to give the label defined. The construction of the model 
uses the MLP Classifier model of Scikit-learn package 
based on CPU, and the structure is the same as DNNR that 
consists of one input layer, two hidden layers, and one 
output layer. The activation is default option-ReLU[28] and 
optimizer is also Adam (same as DNNR). The details of 
the algorithm used by us are shown in Algorithm 2. 

 

Algorithm 2  Deep neural network classification algorithm used for different decay processes. 

Input: the original feature variables dataset oI , size is v en n , vn is the number of input variables, en is the number of events 

Output: the classification results for testing dataset tR . 

1. for each group input dataset iI , construct it by the value of input variables for one event, exist en groups. 
oI = 

e1,2, ,i i n
I

   

iI = 
v1,2, ,j j n

V
 

 

2. for each group target dataset, use true momentum to select a better result from two solutions for every event, two solutions are 
2 4

2

b b ac
x

a

   ; if the better result satisfy “+” (“-”), the label is “1” (“0”), target dataset are constructed by the label for total 

events 
trueR = 

e1,2, ,i i n
R

 
 

3. for each iI  in oI  

(a) input the model of 4 layer fully connected neural network, ReLU activation is used in the middle of different layers; 

(b) train the model by Adam optimization; 

(c) obtain the classification result (predicted label) of training dataset  
e

train

1,2, ,k k n
R

 
and the weight parameters of the model; 

4. validate the accuracy between  
e

train

1,2, ,k k n
R

 
and  

e1,2, ,i i n
R

 
 for deciding the robustness of the model; 

5. for each mI (each group) in test dataset tI , input it to the trained model; 

6. return classification result of tI , tR . 
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Compared with the regression algorithm, the classi-
fication algorithm leaves out the middle process of pre-
dicting the inferred momentum given by model, and 
gives the final corrected momentum result directly. The 
fully connected deep neural network regression algo-
rithm has two parts of errors, the predicting momentum 
process and selection process. Fully connected deep neu-
ral network classification only has one part of error be-
cause of the more direct process. The structure of DNNC 
model is shown in Fig. 4. 

4  Physics Application to the Study 
 of Semileptonic Decay Processes 

The target of using the DNNR or DNNC to predict 
the momentum of the decayed particles is to select a bet-
ter one from the two solutions in the neutrino closure 
method[6] on different decay processes. The sum mo-
mentum vector of the reconstructed system by detector is 
defined as the visible momentum, which is denoted visP


. 

The momentum of the invisible neutrinos from a se-
mileptonic decay is denoted as missP


. The visible mo-

mentum is decomposed into two parts, the perpendicular 
component ( visP ) and parallel component ( ||

visP )[7]: 

vis vis

F
P P

F
  




                      (1) 

||
vis vis

F
P P

F
 




                         (2) 

In the specified coordinate system, the perpendicu-
lar component of the missing momentum is required to 
be equal to the perpendicular component of the visible 
momentum, missP = visP . Assuming the mass of de-
cayed parent particle is m, and there is a single massless 
unreconstructed particle (neutrino) in the final state, 

||
missP  can be obtained by the solutions of the quadratic 

equation. The α and β of the quadratic equation are de-
fined as: 

|| 2 2 2
vis vis vis

|| 2 2
vis vis

( 2( ) )

2(( ) )

P m M P

P E


 



               (3) 

2 2 2 2 2
vis vis vis vis vis

|| 2 2 2 || 2 2
vis vis vis vis

( 2( ) ) ( )

4(( ) ) ( )

E m M P E P

P E P E


  
 

 
   (4) 

visE  is the visible energy and visM  is the visible mass. 
||

missP  is defined as: 
||

missP                     (5) 

This yields two solutions for the momentum of neutrino 
closure method: 

||
visP P                        (6) 

||
visP P                        (7) 

The distribution of ( P - trueP )/ trueP vs. ( P - trueP )/ trueP  
of different decay processes is shown in Fig. 6. A hori-
zontal band can be seen clearly for P  and the same as 
for P  in the vertical direction. Although the effect of 
the vertex smearing is visible, the two bands are never-
theless well separated, and the feature between P  and 
P  is apparent. 
 

  
Fig. 6  The distribution of (P- - Ptrue)/Ptrue vs. (P+ - Ptrue)/Ptrue 

(a) 0
sB K    , (b) 0

b p     , (c) D K       and  

(d) 0 *
sB D     

 

The information used in DNNR and DNNC is more 
than that used in LR because of the restriction of physi-
cal formula in LR. Therefore, the performance of using 
DNNR and DNNC in selecting a better solution for dif-
ferent decay processes in neutrino closure method is bet-
ter. The solution selected by true momentum of decayed 
particles represents the upper threshold. The closer the 
result obtained with the machine learning model to the 
upper threshlod, the better the performance of the ma-
chine learning model. 

Now we can compare the performance of our new 
idea on q2 and momentum for the different decay proc-
esses. According to Fig.7, the distribution using DNNR 
and DNNC methods is closer to the upper threshold 
compared with using LR for total decay processes, 
meaning the method based on deep neural network will 
perform better in reconstruction of invariant mass q2 of 
the lv system for the semileptonic decay processes used 
in this paper. The resolution improvement of decayed 
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parent particles for different decay processes are also 
shown in Table 4. According to Table 5, the resolution of 
q2 increases by 2.04% and 2.25% by using DNNR and 
DNNC than that by using LR for 0

sB K    , 2.53% 
and 3.84% for using DNNR and DNNC than using LR 
for 0

b p     , 0.83% and 2.67% by using DNNC 
than that by using LR for D K π       and 1.53% 

and 2.02% by using DNNR and DNNC for 0
sB   

*D    . The resolution improvement of momentum 
and q2 is obvious, which means the performance of deep 
neural network idea with either regression algorithm or 
classification algorithm in solving two-solution problem 
of neutrino closure method is better than linear regres-
sion algorithm. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7  Comparison of distribution 2 2 2
corr true true( ) /q q q  

(a) 0
sB K    , (b) 0

b p     , (c) D K       and (d) 0 *
sB D    . True: the q2 obtained by true momentum of decayed parent particle to select 

the better solution, this result is upper threshold in this research; Rand: the q2 obtained by random strategy to select better solution; DNNC: q2 obtained by trained 

DNNC model to select the better solution; DNNR (LR): q2 obtained by the predicted momentum (Ppred) predicted by DNNR (LR) to select the better solution  
 

Table 4  The RMS of corr true true( ) /P P P  for different decay processes 

%   

Decay process DNNR DNNC LR DNNR improvement DNNC improvement 
0
sB K     30.95 30.26 37.25 6.30 6.99 

0
b p      29.59 28.40 37.33 7.74 8.93 

D K        23.31 25.75 32.51 9.20 6.76 
0 *
sB D     25.24 19.10 34.91 9.67 15.81 

Mean — — — 8.23 9.6 
 

Table 5  The RMS of 2 2 2
corr true true( ) /q q q for different decay processes 

%   

Decay process DNNR DNNC LR DNNR improvement DNNC improvement 
0
sB K     32.39 32.18 34.43 2.04 2.25 

0
b p      26.65 25.34 29.18 2.53 3.84 

D K        37.41 35.57 38.24 0.83 2.67 
0 *
sB D     38.04 37.55 39.57 1.53 2.02 

Mean — — — 1.73 2.69 
 

5  Conclusion 

Compared with using the linear regression method, 
the distributions of the solution selected by the methods 
of deep neural network regression and classification 
move to the upper threshold. Resolution of q2 (P) can be 
improved evenly by 1.7% (8.2%) using deep neural net-
work regression algorithm and 2.7% (9.6%) by deep 
neural network classification algorithm compared with 
linear regression algorithm. Accompanied by improving 

the resolution of momentum, the effect caused by miss-
ing neutrino can be reduced. The momentum recon-
structed by the neutrino closure method is close to the 
actual situation, which will supply a good chance to bet-
ter study the kinematics of semileptonic decay process. 
The improvement of resolution of q2 will also lead to 
better constraints on the improvement of precision of 
forms factors, providing a chance to calculate the branch 
fractions more accurately for undiscovered semileptonic 
decay processes and improve the knowledge of CKM 
matrix elements. 
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